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If you were diagnosed with a communicable disease tomorrow, would you know your rights in regard to government-forced quarantine and isolation? There is a delicate balance between public health and our individual rights.

I. Introduction
In July, 2006, doctors in Phoenix, Arizona diagnosed Robert Daniels with extreme multi-drug-resistant tuberculosis (XDR-TB). After visiting a local convenience store without a mask, public health officials obtained a court order to involuntarily commit Daniels to a Maricopa County Medical Center lockdown ward for treatment and to prevent him from transmitting his illness to others. Hermetically isolated, he was strip-searched and prohibited from venturing outside, exercising, and receiving visits from family. On May 31, 2007, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) filed a lawsuit against Maricopa County, Arizona, on behalf of Daniels for the deplorable way he was treated – “[I]ke jailed inmates accused of crimes.” While states have the authority to quarantine and isolate individuals with dangerous and communicable diseases in order to protect the public’s health, they also have a duty to respect individual civil liberties. This article discusses states’ roles in protecting individuals’ civil liberties while simultaneously effectuating quarantine and isolation orders to protect the public’s health.

II. State Authority to Quarantine or Isolate
In certain public health emergency situations, states have the authority to quarantine and isolate individuals in order to prevent the transmission of communicable and dangerous diseases and infections. The Public Health Service (PHS) Act, limited by Executive Order 13,295, authorizes the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to declare a public health emergency and take appropriate responsive action to “prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of communicable diseases.” In practice, however, states and local jurisdictions assume primary responsibility for instituting public health protective measures under their Tenth Amendment “police power.” This authority has been reaffirmed by the Supreme Court of the United States and further bolstered by the doctrine of parens patriae and state constitutions. The authority, however, is not limitless; it is tempered by individual rights and civil liberties, guaranteed by the Due Process Clause of the Constitution.

III. The Balance: Public Health and Safety vs. Individual Rights and Civil Liberties
The Daniels case illustrates some of the potential dangers to individual freedoms a public health emergency might pose. Recognizing these dangers, shortly after September 11, 2001, a group of scholars drafted the Model State Emergency Health Powers Act (MSEHPA). MSEHPA is aimed at assisting states with drafting legislation to promote effective public health response plans that ensure adequate responses to the threats posed by modern disease and bioterrorism, while maintaining respect for individual rights. Although the question of whether this goal was achieved is debatable, and it may be considered by some to be overly
paternalistic, as many as thirty-nine states have passed bills with similar provisions to those in the MSEHPA.\textsuperscript{xv}

Regardless of whether a state adopts legislation similar to the MSEHPA, states are required to protect civil liberties during public health emergencies.\textsuperscript{xvi} Quarantine and isolation orders must be conducted in accordance with substantive and procedural due process, and any restrictions of civil liberties should be legal and as minimally restrictive as reasonably possible.\textsuperscript{xxvii} To this end, states should ensure that the following five threshold requirements are met: 1. the individual must pose an actual threat to the public; 2. the intervention must be reasonable and effective; 3. it must be conducted in a manner that comports with equal protection and due process; 4. individuals must be provided with safe and comfortable conditions; and 5. reasonable compensation for loss of income must be ensured.\textsuperscript{xviii}

First, the individual must have actually been exposed to an infectious agent (for quarantine) or infected with the agent (for isolation)\textsuperscript{xx} and be in the period of communicability. There is no compelling state interest in quarantining or isolating an individual that does not actually pose a public health risk.\textsuperscript{xxi} In a situation where the individual does not pose a public health risk, the individual may use the writ of habeas corpus to challenge the legality of her or his detention, but the writ will not be available if a showing of legal cause for the detention can be made.\textsuperscript{xxi}

Second, the intervention must be “reasonable and effective.”\textsuperscript{xxi} Public health officials must consider the gravity of the public health risk, the mode of transmission, the potential outcomes of possible containment methods, and the least restrictive means of containment. For example, a public health intervention that involves quarantining a large number of individuals suspected of being infected with influenza together could be considered overly intrusive and potentially hazardous. A mass quarantine ignores the less restrictive option of requesting that citizens voluntarily isolate themselves in their own homes, and infringes upon their autonomy and liberty interests. Additionally, quarantining individuals together may increase the virulence of a disease because of the potential for and ease of influenza transmission via aerosol droplets spread during conversations, coughing, or sneezing.\textsuperscript{xxi} Therefore, mass quarantining for influenza might be less effective than other containment measures and could potentially increase harm. When either mass quarantine or less restrictive means, such as requiring individuals to isolate themselves at home, are utilized, the state’s implementation must not be arbitrary or capricious in order to be considered reasonable.\textsuperscript{xxiv}

Third, the quarantine or isolation should be imposed in a manner that preserves the individuals’ Constitutional rights to equal protection and due process.\textsuperscript{xxv} To comply with equal protection, the intervention must be non-discriminatory.\textsuperscript{xxiv} For example, confining only Russian immigrants during a tuberculosis epidemic would be considered arbitrary because, on its face, it has little applicability to transmission avenues, and discriminatory due to the focus on nationality or alien status.\textsuperscript{xxvii}

For the state to comply with due process, quarantined or isolated individuals should be provided with adequate notice, the right to counsel, a hearing, and an appeal.\textsuperscript{xxviii} Additionally, the invasive nature of isolation or quarantine, and the potentially stigmatizing consequences, require heightened procedural protections. To this end, individuals should be provided with a full written explanation of why and how
they are being subject to isolation or quarantine, including duration, location, and method they may employ in contesting the order.\textsuperscript{xxx} In addition to a written directive, the individual should be allowed to speak with a health official, either in person or by phone, to receive an explanation of the procedures and how said procedures are the “least restrictive means,” given the prognosis of the suspected disease. Not only is such notice congruent with due process, but this form of transparency increases the government’s accountability and respect for the autonomy and liberty interests of the citizens the state is obligated to protect, thus enhancing public trust.\textsuperscript{xxx}

Fourth, individuals subject to quarantine or isolation should be provided safe and comfortable conditions, including adequate food, shelter, clothing, and medical care.\textsuperscript{xxi} When possible, the individual should be provided with the choice to isolate or quarantine him or herself within the comfort of his or her own home. When this is impractical, as it may be when the individual needs to receive medical treatment, the facility where the individual must stay should be made as comfortable and un-intrusive as possible.

Finally, an individual subject to quarantine or isolation should be provided reasonable compensation for loss of income due to her or his inability to go to work. Quarantine and isolation orders often require individuals to stay away from work to avoid infecting others. This can be problematic, especially when the individual’s occupation does not allow them to work from home, or their employer does not provide paid sick leave. Thus, employee concern regarding potential job loss or reduction in pay may result in public resistance to quarantine or isolation orders.\textsuperscript{xxxii} In addition to lost wages, a stigma may attach to individuals who are quarantined or isolated if their employer or colleagues become aware of the reason for their absence from work. In some circumstances, though unlikely to succeed,\textsuperscript{xxxiii} the state’s restriction on an employee’s ability to work may provide legal cause for damages due to interference with the employee’s freedom to contract.\textsuperscript{xxxiv}

Quarantine and isolation orders severely restrict an individual’s liberty and should only be utilized when absolutely necessary to prevent a substantial public health threat. These five threshold requirements will help to ensure that the states respect their citizens’ individual rights when upholding their duty to protect the public’s health.

**IV. Conclusion**

In summary, states are responsible for protecting their citizens. Although quarantine and isolation orders are designed to protect the public’s health, it is critical that states not unnecessarily sacrifice the civil rights of individuals in the process of responding to public health emergencies. If states utilize the recommendations discussed herein, and account for the due process rights of individuals, then situations like that experienced by Robert Daniels may be avoided in the future.
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